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Introduction
Ah, Wilderness!（1933）is considered by the critics in general as
the only comedy written by Eugene O’Neill. But is this view cor-
rect? Can we just put it away saying it is just a mere comedy with-
out questioning and studying in depth? It is a well-known fact that
O’Neill is a dominant figure in the American theater and that his lit-
erary genius outstands other playwrights. The complexity of the
plots of his works does not fit in the standard category. Then, is it
correct to study or evaluate this play from the viewpoint of just one
theatrical genre? Ah, Wilderness! is the work that poses such ques-
tions.
The audience is deceived by the simple and easy-to-understand
plot on the surface, however, when studying in depth, Ah,
Wilderness! can be classified as one of the most complex work of
the author. The first reason is that the underlying complexity hid-
den in the context of the story is evidenced when viewed in relation
to Days Without End（1934）. These two plays are often compared
by the critics. The play written after struggling through many drafts
for many years is Days Without End. During the dedicated years in-
dulging in plotting the play, which inspired him to think about the
＊Lecturer, Senshu University School of Economics / Professor, Faculty of Letters,
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next play, O’Neill wrote Ah, Wilderness! in just about few weeks.１）
As a matter of fact, the critics favored Ah, Wilderness!. On the con-
trary, although some evaluated the work highly, the efforts of tak-
ing several years of re-writing the drafts of Days Without End was
ignored by the majority of the critics with negative review and egre-
gious comments such as, “A bad plays written as if O’Neill had
never written a play before.” One of them ironically took the sub-
title “A Modern Miracle Play” and said, “Nothing can make it good;
true miracle is that it got produced at all.”２）
In contrast, Ah, Wilderness! won a critical favor:
As a writer of comedy Mr. O’Neill has a capacity for tenderness
that most of us never suspected. “Ah, Wilderness!” with which
the Guild opened it’s sixteenth season last evening, may not be
his most tremendous play, but it is certainly his most attractive.３）
In spite of its dreadful title, Ah, Wilderness!” is a true and congenial
comedy. If Mr. O’Neill can write with as much clarity as this, it is
hard to understand why he has held up the grim mask so long.４）
Some of the critics view Ah, Wilderness! as a pure comedy while
others see it as the combination of tragedy and comedy or a com-
edy grounded with the tragic foundation or “the comedy of reminis-
cence”.
Though the majority viewed as a pure comedy, the author illus-
trates the typical American family in good old days of America, that
traces back his youth period in nostalgic tone as he describes the
play as “It is purely a play of nostalgia for youth, a sentimental, if
you likes evocation of the mood of emotion of a past time which,
whatever maybe said against it, possessed a lot which we badly
need today to steady us.”５）Similarly, there are views that place
much emphasis on the nostalgic element of the play. As such, the
play is written in a light-hearted, nostalgic mood crafting a humor-
ous nightmare, unrivaled and unexcelled. The lines and actions of
the characters, all deliver warmth and glow to the audience, who
also enjoys the sweet nostalgia of the good old days of youth.
Where does this mood of emotion of the past time come from? As
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some of the critical reviews point out, the play represents O’Neill’s
fantasy of life as it might have been in his youth.６）
Those, who view the play as a combination of tragedy and com-
edy, point out that the scene where Nat Miller says,” “Well, Spring
isn’t everything, is it, Essie? There’s a lot to be said for Autumn.
That’s got beauty, too. And Winter-if you’re together”（Act Four
Scene Three）, the graceful and charming ending with the kissing of
the aged characters in the moon light, signifies the harmonious fu-
sion of humor and peithos.７）The deep insight of the play suggests
that Ah, Wilderness! is not just the humoristic comedy but the ele-
ment of peithos is hidden in the work and that the whole story is
the representation of the merge with peithos. In other words, the
dark shadow of peithos which is flowing at the depth of the play
eventually merges with the humors at the ending. They positions
Ah, Wilderness ! as the important work of O’Neill in light of the fact
that the play also resolves the fundamental conflict in the conscious
of the character by a harmonious fusion of humor, the outer selves
and peithos, the inner darkness.
In the third view, which considers the play as a comedy
grounded with tragedy or “a comedy of reminiscence”, the main ar-
gument focuses on the tragic elements, which is the author’s area
of expertise, that these particles are jeweled in various parts of the
play that are essential to evolve the comedy.８）The characters such
as Sid, the drunkard who fails to win the love of Lily and the prosti-
tute who uses her charm to wind her men with her little finger are
a few of the examples of the serious issues which constitute the ba-
sis of the comedic plot.
Tendency to think seriously, rebellious attitude, defiant and dis-
obedient behavior and demoralized and negative speech, all de-
scribe the main character, Richard. These attributes are typical to
the characters in the tragic plays of Eugene O’Neill, which signifies
that not all the characters in the comedy are humorous. In other
words, the baseline of their argument is that the play incorporates
the tragic elements in the base layer as the foundation of a comedy.
I argue, however, that all above three views are not sufficient to
categorize this play. Issues remain if we try to categorize Ah,
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Wilderness! into any one of these classifications. To analyze the play
in full scale, we, first of all, must consider the relationship with
other plays. Starting with Dynamo（1929）, Ah, Wilderness! and Days
Without End, all of these three plays are intimately related and has
a deep significance in O’Neill’s works.
In Dynamo, Reuben, the main character, embraces the belief in
four gods, but commits suicide, not being able to find the answer to
resolve his inner conflicts. In Days Without End, the main character
also commits suicide in the first draft but in the eighth draft, the
author allows him to live with the merge of the split characters
through self-adjustment process.９）The life given by the author to
the main character represents the eternal life that is the manifesta-
tion of super-ego. In this aspect, the difference in the conclusion of
Dynamo and Days Without End can only be explained through Ah,
Wilderness! This play enabled the author to conclude the Days With-
out End in such a manner. O’Neill used the positivity of Ah, Wilder-
ness! as the constructive and pragmatic element to draw the conclu-
sion of Days Without End; without Ah, Wilderness!, there were no
Days Without End. In this sense, this play is a tragedy in the form
of comedic expression. The lines of the characters reveal their atti-
tude and behavior that have evolved from their personal and collec-
tive conscious. In other words, the characters’ conscious are drama-
tized using the form of expression different from other plays. All of
these three plays are interactive and collaborative with one another
and in this aspect, they are a “complete trilogy” and not “unfinished
trilogy” of Eugene O’Neill as many critics consider. In this thesis, I
would like to prove that these three plays are inter-related and form
a perfect trilogy. From this reasons correlational analysis is neces-
sary to reveal the true intent of the author. I would like to prove
this in light of the Freudian, Jungian and Nietzschean analysis by
studying the comedic expression from these viewpoints to have the
correct understanding of the author’s works and reprimand the criti-
cal misconceptions.
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I. Simplicity and Clarity
Dynamo is the first play of a trilogy that the author promises to
“dig at the roots of the sickness of today”. In other words, this is
the play that reveals the source of the sickness found in the
American soul as O’Neill feels it. The author intelligently drama-
tized the root cause as the conflict of modern civilization, material
world vs religion.
Doubts in the religious belief started in the early years of
Eugene O’Neill. His mother, Ella, accompanied his father who was
a successful touring actor throughout the country but this lead her
responsible for her second son’s death. At the birth of her un-
wanted child, Eugene O’Neill, the doctor, thoughtlessly, advised her
to take morphine which evoked her drug addiction. Unable to resist
the lure of drugs, she recklessly indulged in drugs to escape from
the reality, ruining her spiritual health. The more she struggled to
escape from the life she despised, the deeper she sank into the
world of drugs. The shocking reality evolved the religious skepti-
cism in Eugene O’Neill which resulted in his refutation of his native
religion of Catholicism, which lead him to seek the answer to the
question of life, what is the truth that lies in or behind the depth of
human psyche.
In my previous thesis entitled, “Dynamo―Ambiguity and
Complexity”１０）, I have pointed out that the intricacy of the plot
evolves from the complication which results from the entanglement
of the four gods（Puritan god, electricity god（machine god）,
Dynamo and the real god）.
In Days Without End, we must not forget the influence of
Dynamo. The essence of the play is projected into the Days Without
End in the form of philosophical transition of the main character
from Christian philosophy to primitive religion of the east and to
multi-deity religions. In Dynamo, the main character Reuben shoots
his lover and resumes his faith in the real god by committing sui-
cide.
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John Loving In Days Without End, however, seems to recover
the faith in Christianity on the surface. He does not commit suicide
nor did he have the fatal disease. He tries to find love and god in
himself.
The complication in Dynamo and Days Without End cannot be
found in Ah, Wilderness! The characters are described in simple
manner as shown in the lines. I would like to touch on the simplic-
ity of the play by taking some of the lines as an example. The fol-
lowing scene of Act Two at the dining room of Miller’s reflects the
simplicity of this play. Mrs. Miller and Lily are talking about mar-
riage, and Lily insists that she is not going to marry Sid unless he
gives up his drinking and flirty habits. But she dresses up waiting
for Sid who promises to bring her to the fireworks event. Then,
Richard enters the scene in a panic.
Richard
Do you know what I think? It’s Aunt Lily’s fault, Uncle Sid’s
going to ruin. It’s all because he loves her, and she keeps
him dangling after her, and eggs him on and ruins his life―
like all women love to ruin men’s lives!
Ah, Wilderness! Act Two
Mrs. Miller expresses her anger at Richard for his impolite man-
ner.
Mrs. Miller
Richard, I’m ashamed of you, that’s what I am.
Richard
Aw, What the hell do I care? I’ll show them!
Ah, Wilderness! Act Two
Richard expresses his anger directly without keeping it to him-
self, quite different from Reuben（Dynamo）and John Loving（Days
Without End）. Richard is described as simple and straightforward
person. His father, Miller, also is an uncomplicated, frank person,
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apparent from his view on woman in the following lines in Act One
where the father of Richard’s girl friend, Muriel, rage in angrily,
complaining about the impertinent love letter he wrote. Miller
scolds Richard but his anger is directed to Muriel’s father, David in
the following lines:
Miller
You better be prepared for a bit of a blow. But never mind.
There’s lots of other fish in the sea.
Ah, Wilderness! Act One
Act Three and Four describes Richard in contrast to Reuben
（Dynamo）, who commits suicide. The contrasting element is appar-
ent from the lines of his sisters Mildred, where a heartbroken
Richard goes to the bar of a hotel loosing hope in despair. At
Miller’s, his parents are worried about Richard who does not come
back. Mildred comforts her mother trying to cheer her up with her
comments on Richard:
Mildred
Ah, don’t let him worry you, Ma. He just wants to show off
he’s heart-broken about that silly Muriel―and get everyone
fussing over him and wondering if he hasn’t drowned himself
or something.
Ah, Wilderness! Act Three Scene Two
From her lines, we know that Richard is not a complicated per-
son like Reuben in Dynamo. The main character is drunk when he
comes back home. His brother, Arthur, is angry at his attitude but
Richard talks back cynically and expresses his anger with the poem
in the following lines.
Richard
“Yesterday this Day’s Madness did prepare
Tomorrow’s Silence, Triumph, or Despair.
Drink! for −−”
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Ah, Wilderness! Act Three Scene Two
The 17 years old character having the youthful problems,
though he later knows that his problem resulted from his misunder-
standing, rebels against the society and embarks on a night of
drinking and approaches a prostitute. The life of Richard is full of
tragic elements. He is described as an ordinary adolescent living in
the next door neighbor who is rebellious to any authority having
pyrrhonian skepticism, typical to juveniles.
In Act Four, in the following scene, the two teenagers meet to
resolve the misunderstanding. Richard’s attitude is mean and cold at
first, telling her how he suffered in pain and agony when he saw
her breakup letter that he thought of killing himself.
Richard
I thought your love for me was dead. I thought you’d never
loved me, that you’d only been cruelly mocking me―to tor-
ture me!
Muriel
Dick! I’d never! You know I’d never!
Richard
I wanted to die. I sat and brooded about death. Finally I
made up my mind I’d kill myself.
Muriel
Dick! You didn’t! …….If you ever had! I’d have died, too!
Honest, I would!
Richard
But suicide is the act of a coward. That’s what stopped me.
Ah, Wilderness! Act Four Scene Two
The main character is described as innocent and pure young
man who manages to give up the suicide. His pure straight-forward
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and pure-minded attitude towards love is quite differently portrayed
in the play.
I have explained the complexity demonstrated in Dynamo and
Days Without End vs simplicity expressed in Ah, Wilderness! Next, I
would like to make a comparison to analyze the ambiguity found in
Dynamo and Days Without End vs clarity of Ah, Wilderness!
In the transitional process from Dynamo to the real god, no dis-
tinct line is drawn to border these two gods（Dynamo）and their re-
lationships are obscure.１１）The characters are described as ambiva-
lent and equivocal. O’Neill places the character who represents
Puritanism on one hand and materialism, on the other, and creates
the character who transcends these two extremes, while giving
birth to the psychological conflict, which is the expertise of the
author. Furthermore, the character who represents the Freudian
psychoanalytical concepts in addition to another character in the op-
posing position, who represents the archetypal psychology１２）of Jung,
described with Jungian concept of collective unconscious, appears in
the scene.１３）
However, in Dynamo, the psychological journey from Freud to
Jung is not clearly defined due to the enigmatic equivocacy of the
characterization. In other words, the characters possess both the
Freudian and Jungian traits. However, these two properties seem-
ingly result in the conflict within these personalities.
Ambiguity can be seen in the main character, John Loving, from
the scene where he explains his plot to write the novel describing
his philosophical travails.１４）
First of all, his exploration begins with Christianity and ends in
Christianity. During the cycle of philosophical transitions, through
the confrontation between John and Loving（with mask）, the author
tried to reveal the self-contradiction within the character.
Secondly、the main character tries to dramatize his conflict be-
tween Christianity and love（but eventually he decides to return to
Christianity as a result of his confrontation）, and the different types
of love（that people feels differently）in his novel.
Finally, he confronts his parents’ deaths despite of the recovery
of his belief which evolves his repudiation of Christian faith. Self-
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contradiction leads to his return to Christianity but in the event of
his parents’ deaths, he looses his faith in Catholics. In other words,
the dual layered structure of his paradoxical self-contradiction re-
sults in the split of his character into John and Loving, which sym-
bolizes the internal conflict.
The ambiguity of the inter-relationship between the characters in
Dynamo and Days Without End in contrast with the clarity found in
Ah, Wilderness! is quite evident from the lines of the characters in
Ah, Wilderness!
When we compare Miller and Light, the father of Reuben, in
Dynamo, the clarity of the play is obvious. Light, who is a reverend,
represents Puritanism but there is a scene where he shows his
other side that reveals the Freudian part of the character in the fol-
lowing lines:
Light
I must be honest with myself … who am I to cast the first
stone at Reuben if he desires a woman? … hasn’t my love for
Amelia been one long desire of the senses? … I should un-
derstand Reuben’s weakness and forgive him…
Dynamo Act One Scene Three
On the contrary, Miller is described as a rigid Puritan. He is a
simple stubborn person and does not have a complex personality
（ambiguous）like Light in Dynamo. Next lines also shows his plain
and perspicuous character. In Act One, Richard angrily mentions,
“ The Fourth of July is a stupid farce!”１５）To these words, Miller de-
mandingly counters in a strict manner:
Miller
Hmm. Them are mighty strong words. You’d better not re-
peat such sentiments outside the bosom of the family or
they’ll have you in jail.
Ah, Wilderness! Act One
Mrs. Miller also worries about the radical books Richard reads:
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Mrs. Miller
Well, no matter how, there they were on his shelf. Two by
that awful Oscar Wilde they put in jail for heaven knows what
wickedness.
Ah, Wilderness! Act One
II-i Comedic Expression of Tragedy in the Deep Layer
of Personal Unconscious
Ambiguity and complexity of the characters in Dynamo can be
evidenced from the ambivalent character of Reuben who has multi-
tude of elements such as Puritanism and materialism as well as
Freudian and Jungian features. On top of these factors, his spiritual
transition, shifting from worshipping Dynamo to the real god, add
to the complication of the character. In the process of establishing
his faith in the real god, Oedipus complex evolves in him which
triggers self-contradiction that tortures him to commit suicide. In
other words, Reuben’s tragedy is born from the conflict of his sex-
ual libido deep rooted in his personal unconscious and the psycho-
logical libido of his collective unconscious which in turn results in
triggering the self-contradiction.
In Days Without End , self-contradiction evolves in Lucy. Her self-
contradiction is described from psychoanalytical viewpoint. Elsa, on
the other hand, is illustrated in contrast to Lucy as the extreme of
the other end. To the Freudian rebel character of Lucy, Elsa men-
tions in the next lines that she is able to retain her true self by con-
trolling her unconscious or reaction.
Elsa
All that saved me from doing something stupid was the faith
I had that somewhere the man was waiting whom I could re-
ally love. I felt I owed it to him and to my own self-respect
not to deliberately disfigure myself out of wounded pride and
spite.
Days Without End Act Two
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Elsa is able to establish herself through the marriage in contrast
to Lucy who blames herself for having an affair with John and her
guilty conscious triggers the Freudian neurosis.
Lucy
Only my morbidness. I’ve been accused of so many rotten
things I never did that I suppose I’m hipped on the subject.
Days Without End Act Two
The main theme of Days Without End focuses on the main char-
acter, John Loving’s split personalities and the conflict that occurs
between them. The confrontation represents the clash between the
conscious and personal unconscious（Freudian concept）. The con
flict mainly results from the tragic consequences of self-
contradiction in religious belief and love of John Loving.
Next lines of Loving reveals his urge for love at the same time
as the hatred towards love, which represents Jungian split personal-
ity, which, as a result, tries to free himself from internal conflict by
alleviating the internal confrontation through self-adjustment but he
fails.
Loving
That is, he saw clearly that this situation was the climax of a
long death struggle between his wife and him. The woman
with him counted only as a means. He saw that underneath
all his hypocritical pretenses he really hated love. He wanted
to deliver himself from its power and be free again. He
wanted to kill it!
Days Without End Act Three Scene One
The controversial views on religion within the character results
in the self-contraction where one character criticizes Christ on one
hand but relies on the other. Loving defies John’s religious creed
which detonates the conflict between them resulting in a severe
symptom of character split. At the end, when the conflict peaks the
top, Loving recognizes the defeat. “ Thou hast conquered, Lord.
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Thou art −− the End. Forgive −− the damned soul −− of John Lov-
ing!” and falls down and dies,１６）the fusion of John and Loving into
one personality or the unification of the split characters.
John
No! I bless! I love!
Loving
No!
John
Yes! I see now! At last I see! I have always loved! O Lord of
Love, forgive Thy poor blind fool!
Loving
No!
John
Thou art the Way―the Truth―the Resurrection and the Life,
and he that believeth in Thy Love, his love shall never die!
Loving
Thou hast conquered, Lord. Thou art―the End. Forgive―the
damned soul―of John Loving!
Days Without End Act Four Scene Two
In Dynamo, the author described the tragic path from the self-
contradiction to the personality split resulting in the suicide of the
main character, Reuben. However, in Days Without End, the tragic
element of self-contradiction which provokes the self-denial leading
to the split of the character that eventually results in the process of
self-adjustment. In light of the author’s genius as a playwright, Ah,
Wilderness! played a vital role in the evolution of the plot of Days
Without End that John Loving realizes the self-adjustment.
I would like to prove this by analyzing the layer of personal un-
conscious of each character in Ah, Wilderness! The most complex
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character described in the play is Sid. Sid is Mrs. Miller’s brother.
He is described as a cheerful clown, humorous and jovial person, in
the age of 45, short with a look of permanent child, bald-headed and
fat. He resembles pale skinned naughty boy in “Peck’s Bad Boy” by
George W. Peck（American politician and journalist）, the character
who cannot be adult with playful looks. He dresses in clothes that
were once gaudy, flamboyant and loud but are now shabby, untidy
and shapeless with unmatched colors. He is always amusing and
with full of jokes but has a dark tragic element suppressed inside
his character. This is the evident in the next lines of Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. Miller
Sid, you’re a caution. You turn everything into a joke.
Ah, Wilderness! Act One
The negativity in Sid comes from the unsuccessful love affair
with Lily. His sadness is accumulated inside his heart.
In the next lines, Sid reads out the lines of decadent Oscar
Wilde’s poem purposely in a loud voice with emphasis and humor
when the father of Murier angrily stormed into the Miller’s in a
rage, complaining on the Richard’s love letter to his daughter citing
the poem and renouncing the relationship of the young lovers.
Sid
“My life is bitter with thy love; thine eyes
Blind me, thy tresses burn me, thy sharp sighs
Divide my flesh and spirit with soft sound−−”
Ah, Wilderness! Act One
This is the scene where the complexity of Sid appears. It is
quite evident from his reaction that his sexual urge and psychic en-
ergy of libido arises and these two contradictory factors cross. In
spite of his situation, he points out the good things about
Waterbury with the sense of humor, trying to distract the others’ at-
tention.
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Sid
Waterbury’s a nifty old town with the lid off, when you get to
know the ropes. I rang in a joke in one of my stories that
tickled the folks there pink. Waterwagon―Waterbury―
Waterloo! .... I thought it was pretty fair myself ..... Yes, you
can see life in Waterbury, all right−−that is, if you’re looking
for life in Waterbury!
Ah, Wilderness! Act One
II-ii Comedic Expression of Tragedy in the Layer of
Collective Unconscious
In Carl Jung’s term, the collective unconscious refers to the
spiritual heritage of each individual and is not what is developed in
each human being. Tribalism, nationalism and racism pervade the
collective unconscious such as family（husband and wife/siblings）,
tribal nation and ethnic groups. In Ah, Wilderness! , three groups can
be evidenced when applying Jung’s concept: Mr. and Mrs. Miller;
Richard and his lover, Murier; Sid and Lily as well as the people
surrounding them. The tragic elements in the collective uncon-
scious of these groups are expressed humorously in the comedic
conversation.
In the play, these three couples appear in the scenes as the
young lovers, drunker and his lover who loves him but unable to ac-
cept his love due to his feeble conduct, and aged couple of Mr. and
Mrs. Miller. The conflicts that exist in the relationship between the
parties are resolved as the story progresses. On the surface, their
relationships are described as a warmhearted family comedy. How-
ever, deep in their collective unconscious layer, the tragic elements
of conflicts which evolve from self-contradiction and self-denial are
hidden at the abyss of the play. The consequences of these adversi-
ties are expressed with comedic action and dialogues.
To elaborate the above point, I would like to take the relation-
ship of Sid and Lily. In the next scene, Sid asks Lily to the beach.
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Sid
Lily, want to come with me to the fireworks display at the
beach tonight?
Lily
I―I’d like to, Sid, thank you. Only not if you come home―
you know.
Sid
Evil-minded, I’m afraid, Nat. I hate to say it of your sister.
Arthur.
Listen, Uncle Sid. Don’t let me catch you and Aunt Lily
spooning on a bench tonight―or it’ll be my duty to call a
cop!
Ah, Wilderness! Act One
In the collective unconscious layers of the couple, sexual urges
as well as psychotic elements exist. Arthur senses this and voices
out Sid’s underlying emotions. He expresses the conflicts in Lily
and Sid with wit and humor.
In Act Three Scene Two, Sid turns to drinking when he cannot
satisfy his sexual desires, blaming himself of not being able to con-
trol himself, crying and pleading Lily for forgiving him. Lily, who
cannot hold back her affection towards him, hugs Sid and kisses on
his head and forgives him.
Sid
I’m a dirty, rotten drunk!―no good to myself or anybody
else! ―if I had any guts I’d kill myself, and good riddance! ―
but I haven’t! ―I’m yellow, too! ―a yellow, drunken bum!
Lily
There! Don’t cry, Sid! I can’t bear it! Of course, I forgive you!
Haven’t I always forgiven you? I know you’re not to blame―
So don’t, Sid!
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Sid
Thanks, Lily. I can’t tell you ―
Ah, Wilderness! Act Three Scene Two
O’Neill intelligently described the tragedy of Sid who may have
committed suicide when his self-denial is at peak with comedic ex-
pression which was only possible with the forgiving words of Lily
enabling Sid to overcome the conflict and self-denial through self-
adjustment.
Next example is Richard and Murier. Broken-hearted, Richard
allows him to be lured by his friend and turns to drinking and dat-
ing with prostitute, returns home fully drunk. Mildred delivers a
note from Murier telling that she has been forced by his father to
write a breakup letter which is not her intention and to meet her to-
night at the beach. Although he is not allowed by his mother to go
out of the house, he sneaks out to the beach to meet his lover in
high spirit, the reunion of the young lovers.
Richard
Hell is the only word that can describe it. And on top of that,
to torture me more, he gave me your letter. After I’d read
that I didn’t want to live any more. Life seemed like a tragic
farce.
Muriel
I’m so awful sorry, Dick―honest I am! But you might have
known I’d never write that unless―
Richard
I did, too! If there’d been one of Hedda Gabler’s pistols
around, you’d have seen if I wouldn’t have done it beautifully!
I thought, when I’m dead, she’ll be sorry she ruined my life!
Muriel
If you ever had! I’d have died, too! Honest, I would!
Ah, Wilderness! Act Four Scene Two
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Here, too, Richard expresses the self-denial after reading the let-
ter from Murier, saying that he did not want to live any more and
that life seemed like a tragic farce.１７）But after talking with Murier,
he is able to resolve his problem, which represents the overcoming
of conflict with the harmonious resolution.
The last example is Mr. and Mrs. Miller. Their relationship can
be best described in the poem recited by Mr. Miller at the end of
the play. The poem is filled with warm-hearted and benevolent love
and kindness with seasonal words of sweet, tender and caring affec-
tions.
Miller
Well, Spring isn’t everything, is it, Essie? There’s a lot to be
said for Autumn. That’s got beauty, too. And Winter―if
you’re together.
Ah, Wilderness! Act Four Scene Three
Is this final scene just an ordinary heartfelt love comedy? No!
Definitely, not! The depth of this play can only be understood by us-
ing the same approach which I applied to analyze other works of
Eugene O’Neill. In this respect, the seasonal cycle represented in
the poem can be viewed as the life cycle１８）of a man. In other words,
the love of a young couple, the love of a middle-aged and the love
of an aged partner with each group having radiance and darkness,
light and shadow hidden at the abyss of the collective conscious of
these lovers. A lover represents a family or the most basic society
or the smallest social group of human being, each having the con-
flict within himself/herself. In other words, the tragedy that results
from a conflict between positive and negative or light and darkness
is expressed humorously in the form of comedy.
II-iii Comedic Expression of Tragedy in Super
Conscious Layer
In Act One, Mrs. Miller is concerned about Richard reading aw-
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ful books（in her view）, the scene where Sid and Lily joins with the
family, Sid singing obscene, nasty love song. Lily seems to be dis-
tracted with her thinking and does not listen to his song. She starts
to recite with compassion the song of lost love passionately with
emotions. Richard, on the other hand, recites his most favorite
poem:
Richard
“A Book of Verses underneath the Bough,
A Jug of Wine, A Loaf of Bread−− and Thou
Beside me singing in the Wilderness−−”
Ah, Wilderness! Act One
The word, “Wilderness”, in the poem images the wilderness and
desert in Beyond Good and Evil written by the great philosopher,
Nietzsche:
In the writings of a hermit we always hear something of the
echo of desolation, something of the whispers and the timid
gazing around of isolation; from his strongest words, even from
his screaming, still resounds a new and dangerous kind of si-
lence, of concealment. Whoever has sat down, year in and year
out, day and night, alone in an intimate dispute and conversa-
tion with his soul, whoever has become a cave bear or digger
for treasure or guardian of treasure and dragon in his own cav-
ern ― it can be a labyrinth but also a gold mine ― such a
man’s very ideas finally take on a distinct twilight colouring and
smell as much of mould as they do of profundity, something in-
communicable and reluctant, which blows cold wind over every-
one passing by. The hermit does not believe that a philosopher
― assuming that a philosopher has always first been a hermit
― has ever expressed his real and final opinion in his books.
Don’t people write books expressly to hide what they have
stored inside them? ― In fact, he will have doubts whether a
philosopher could generally have “real and final” opinions,
whether in his case behind every cave there does not still lie,
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and must lie, an even deeper cavern ― a more comprehensive,
stranger, richer world beyond the surface, an abyss behind
every reason, under every “foundation.” Every philosophy is a
foreground-philosophy ― that is the judgment of a hermit:
“ There is something arbitrary about the fact that he remained
here, looked back, looked around, that at this point he set his
shovel aside and did not dig more deeply ― there is also
something suspicious about it.” Every philosophy also hides a
philosophy; every opinion is also a hiding place, every word is
also a mask.
− −−Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, Part 9, aphorism
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The poem recited by Sid, Lily and Mrs. Miller are the romantic
poetry that expresses love and sufferings, despair and sadness.
Richard, on the other hand, expresses the tragedy that exists in the
super conscious layer unlike the non－tragic expression of the po-
ems read by these characters. Super conscious layer enables the
collaboration of deep psychological tragedy and comedic expression
as signified with the word, “Wilderness.”
Most critics view Ah Wilderness! as “a comedy”, “a combination
of comedy and tragedy” or a comedy built on the ground of trag-
edy.” I argue, however, that the play does not fall in any of these
categories. The play is not just about the comedic expression or
tragic expression. It is the fusion of comedy and tragedy.
Conclusion
Ah, Wilderness! plays the significant role in O’Neill’s works as
evident from the above analysis. Considering the number of years
he had spent in completing the trilogy, his tireless devotion and
dedication enabled him to finalize the three plays starting from
Dynamo.
In Dynamo, Reuben, at the end of the play, finally finds the real
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god but he is unable to reach the true object of worship resulting in
self-split and self-denial. Eugene O’Neill’s struggle to complete the
trilogy began from tackling the theme of “science vs god or philo-
sophical conceptualism” and his self-sacrifice enabled him to finalize
the Days Without End. He allowed the main character to live by
overcoming the personality split（fusion of John and Loving）. From
this conclusion, the author’s intent can well be drawn that he tried
to express that a life is the manifestation of an eternal life. The end-
ing with John Loving’s success was only possible in light of the play,
Ah, Wilderness! We can say that the author’s efforts exerted in writ-
ing the three plays（trilogy）finally comes to the grand finale.
Throughout his career as a playwright, O’Neill’s main concern
was to focus the eyes of the audience on the inner psychological at-
tributes of the characters. His urge did not come from his experi-
ence of the melodramatic plays he used to see when accompanying
his father, James O’Neill. Considering his outstanding skill and gen-
ius talent as seen in his works, I suspect Eugene O’Neill’s dilemma
and frustration against the American drama written and played dur-
ing late 19th and early 20th century. He, probably, was not able to
tolerate the theatrical trend during his age. This, in turn, motivated
him to cultivate his talent as a playwright and enabled him to show
the surgical procedure of a human psyche on the stage using the
tools called “play” through the human relationships while accepting
the transcending and universal existence beyond human life.
The author, on the surface, described the family relationship in
the form of a heartful family comedy, but Ah, Wilderness! is not just
a mere combination of comedy and tragedy. O’Neill had skillfully
designed the plot to develop interpersonal relationship in three-
dimensional structure with vertical pillars using the expressionism
technique. Therefore, the exterior part is painted with comedic ex-
pression, however, at the depth lies human tragedy which is dor-
mant in each of the characters. In this sense, this is one of the most
complex plays of Eugene O’Neill.
The play is easy-to-understand as it may appear, written in sim-
ple comedy touch but the intrinsic value of tragic psychological lay-
ers are woven in complicated web structure but expressed humor-
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ously. In other words, the author tried to express super conscious
that resides deep inside human psyche with the use of tragic psy-
chological layers hidden at the abyss of the characters’ inner minds.
The manifolds of these elements in the play makes it difficult to see
the nature and intent of the author but as mentioned in the above
paragraph, the true meaning of the play is deeply rooted in the plot
of Ah, Wilderness!
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